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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new iterative method to speed up the DWDF computation. At the present it has been considered from a computational point of view as an 1-D section of the Wigner Kernel (WK) N points FT’s [1],[4]. We purpose a new way to compute the DWDF based on the symmetry properties of the WK and the cosine function. The proposed algorithm is doubly based on a subdivision procedure: on the one hand we have subdivided for each m-value the sum over the k variable into log2 N/4-PL partial sums, where PL is the k parity level. And the other hand for each n-value the algorithm computes the DWDF elements by grouping its in group depending on the m PL. The algorithm has been optimized to reduce the accesses of memory, and it improves the FFT algorithms when the number of samples is less than 256 and for this number the algorithm match the FFT algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION

Some years ago the joint representations were considered as an alternative to classical signal representations, and those are being used extensively in areas as speech and image processing [1],[2]; it has been concluded that the Discrete Wigner Distribution Function (DWDF) presents better properties for Digital Signal Processing than other joint representations. A common disadvantage to all the joint representations is its high computational complexity, that supposes a handicap for computing in real time. Several forms to compute the DWDF have been proposed in the literature to speed up the DWDF, using different methods, digital computation [1], optical processors [3], and VLSI architectures [4].

This paper presents a new iterative algorithm (AIT) to speed up the DWDF computation reducing the number of operations. We are looking for a new way to compute the DWDF, based on symmetrical properties of the DWDF elements, the WK and the exponential function in equation (1). The number of operations is drastically reduced by the iterative algorithm in relation to the conventional computation of the DWDF. Moreover the fast algorithms frequently used (FFT) are improved when the number of samples is less than 256.

Moreover the AIT is simpler than other FFT algorithms because of its iterative feature, and it is easy to compute on a specific architecture since only operations of additions and multiplications are required for it.

2. COMPUTATIONAL PROPERTIES OF DWDF

The DWDF for a 1-D signal f(n) defined by N samples, is given by the expression:

\[ W_f(n,m) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=-\frac{N}{2}}^{N/4-1} r_f(n,k) e^{-2i(\frac{2\pi}{N}mk)} \] (1)

where n and m are the spatial and frequential variable respectively. And where:

\[ r_f(n,k) = f(n+k)f^*(n-k) \] (2)

The r(n,k) usually named the Wigner Kernel (WK), is a hermitian function with respect to the k variable, so the DWDF is always a real function. The computation of the DWDF can be splitted into two computational subproblems: the computation of the WK, equation (2), and the computation Fourier transforms of N points implied by the equation (1) for each n-value of the WK. The first step has been studied by the authors [5], and a model has been segmented and mapped into a generic number of Process Units [6] and it has been proposed a Parallel Process Unit for computing it [8].

We have assumed that the input signal must be a real signal, and the number of samples N is a power of two.

The DWDF is always a real function, moreover if only real signals are considered, it is a symmetrical function with respect to the m variable, that is, \( W_f(n,m)=W_f(n,-m) \). Based on this symmetry only half DWDF components should be computed. On other hand because of the WK symmetry with respect to the k variable, \( r_f(n,k)=r_f(n,-k) \) and the sine function properties \( \sin(x)=-\sin(-x) \), then the imaginary part of the exponential is zero for every k value. Besides the cosine function parity, \( \cos(x)=\cos(-x) \), it could be concluded that the equation (1) can be rewritten as:

\[ W_f(n,m) = \frac{2}{N} \times \left\{ \sum_{k=-\frac{N}{2}}^{N/4-1} r_f(n,k) \cos\left(\frac{2\pi mk}{N}\right) \right\} + r_f(n,0) \] (3)

3. SYMMETRIES OF THE DWDF WITH RESPECT TO DISCRETE VARIABLES

The figure 1 shows the cosine values of the function \( \cos(2\pi mk/N) \) for \( N=32 \). It is obvious from it, that there are some m-values whose cosine values are coincident, for one or more k...
values. In the same way, for a constant m value, there are some k values which cosines values are equal. These equalities or symmetries always appear with respect to the m and k values \(-N/4\), \(-N/8\), \(-N/16\),...,\(-2\), which are power of two. Thus, two symmetrical DWDF elements with respect to m=-N/4=-8 as Wf(n,-10) and Wf(n,-6), have identical cosine values for every even k value. And they have identical cosine except the sign for every odd k value.

Since the particular manner that these symmetries in the cosine values are produced, it is necessary in order to establish the AIT algorithm, to define the Parity Level concept. In this sense a number could be expressed as two factors product, these are, an odd number and the expression \(2^x\), where x is named the Parity Level (PL) associated to the number which has been decomposed. So, for example, x=0 for the odd numbers.

The symmetrical elements with respect to the m=-N/8=-4, represented in the figure 1, for example, Wf(n,-5) and Wf(n,-3), are identical cosine values for every even k value whose PL number is equal to 2, and they are identical cosine values except the sign for every even k value whose PL=1, and they are different cosine values for every odd k value whose PL=0.

In the same way, for a constant m value, there are symmetries with respect to the k variable, and these symmetries depend on PL number associated to m value. Thus the Wf(n,-1) DWDF element have identical cosine values, except the sign, for the symmetrical k values with respect to the k=-N/4=-8; this symmetry is the same for every m odd value. In this manner, the Wf(n,-2) DWDF element has identical cosine values for the k values symmetrical with respect to k=-N/4=-8, and it has identical cosine in absolute value for the k values which are symmetrical with respect to the k=-N/8=4.

It is clear from the above paragraph that, the number of operations for computing the DWDF can be reduced by exploiting the equalities or symmetries between the cosine values. In order to exploit the two kind of symmeries, with respect to k and m variables, it is neccessary to compute the DWDF elements according to the following method:

1. For exploiting the m-symmetries, it is suitable to split the sum on k variable (eq.3) into several partial sums according to PL number of k values PL. Thereby two DWDF elements (m values) are symmetrical if they have one or more partial sums in common (with or without change of sign), and solving the symmetry means to calculate the common partial sum and to accumulate it in both elements.

2. For exploiting the k-symmetries, it is useful to compute the m-elements grouped according to its PL value, because a new function, denoted by Ri(n,k), will be defined for each group of m values. The WK will be replaced by this function in the equation (3), so it has a smaller number of components to be added. To obtain the Ri(n,k) function the WK components corresponding to symmetrical k values with respect to k=-N/4, -N/8,...,-2, have been added or subtracted. Thus the WK components that in the Eq. (3) are multiplied by the same cosine values, are added and multiplied later, reducing the number of multiplications.

In this way, any DWDF element, for a constant n value, can be obtained as a sum of log(N/4-PL(m)) partial sums, which have been computed separately,being PL(m) the m parity level, by the following equation:

![Figure 1](image)
Where \( S_{N/j,m} \) is the partial sum that includes as many elements as \( N/j \) value, \( i=2,4,8,\ldots,N/4 \) and \( j=4*i,8*i,16*i,\ldots,N \) taking the power of two values. And \( Adj_i(n,0) \) are the WK terms that are excluded from partial sums that depend on \( i \) value, and \( Adj_i \) is stated through an equation similar to (6), changing \( k \) value by 0. Index \( i \) and PL are related by the expression \( PL = \log_2 i/2 \).

The iterative algorithm AIT for computing the DWDF elements is represented by its flowchart in figure 2.

The \( W_f(n,0) \), \( W_f(n,-N/2) \) and \( W_f(n,-N/4) \) DWDF elements are obtained outside the algorithm, because not any multiplications are required for their computation.

The algorithm must be repeated for each \( n \)-value. On the flowchart \( i \) represents the group of \( m \)-values and \( S_{N/j,m} \) are the partial sums that two elements the current \( m \) value and \((2*l-m)\) value. Each partial sum can be computed by the eq. (5). When all the symmetries have been into account, the current \( m \)-value and its symmetrical with respect to the \( m=-N/4 \) can be obtained, and a new value will be computed. When all the \( m \)-values belonging to the current group of \( m \)-values have been computed, a new group of values will be obtained.

The algorithm has been optimized in its application to reduce the number of memory accesses. Thus, the result is that the number of access is always less than the total number of elements to calculate \( N \). Also it is optimized the required memory because of only \( N/2-1 \) cosines values are stored, instead of \( N^2 \), and we have a simpler counter method, the value necessary at every time. Moreover the number of additions is also reduced, since each different partial sum is computed only once and it is stored in the corresponding elements.
At the moment, all the applications in which the DWDF is presented make use of existing Fourier Transformation algorithms for its computation, usually FFT.[1],[7]. The presented algorithm is specifically thought for DWDF computation, and improve FFT for certain values of signal samples. Table I shows the number of multiplications in our algorithm comparing with the conventional computation (N²) method and the FFT (N/2logN) algorithm. The algorithm presented can be enhanced to reduce the number of multiplications over 25% (AITM).

The result in the table I are referred to a single n value. To compute the DWDF elements for every n value it is neccessary to apply the algorithm AIT over each n value. In this sense the AIT exploits the WK zeros, so in the total computation of the number of multiplications, the results in the table I must be multiplied approximately by 3N/4 for the AIT, instead of N, equalizing so the number of multiplication when N=256 for the AITM.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it has been established a specific algorithm for DWDF computation, where the DWDF special properties have been exploited to the utmost, but maintaining its iterative character. In this sense the AIT algorithm is simpler than other fast algorithms, because only intern product operations are required. Furthermore the memory required to keep up the cosine values can be reduced from N² to N/2+1. Moreover the AIT algorithm practically surpasses the classical FFT algorithm nevertheless when the number of samples N=256, when the optimizations are took into account.
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